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About This Game

Dr.Green is a 2D retro, arcade, action platformer, inspired by games like Megaman and Ninja Senki. Take control of
the orphan Dr.Green, on his mission to save the forest and take revenge on the evil forces trying to destroy it. Dr.Green

is the debut game of Indie developer & Pixel artist Johan Aronsson and is both an evironmental statement and a
captivating story of a young child uncovering his past.

Story

One day Dr.Green awakes to find his home under attack. The forest he grew up in was under siege by workers. Their sole intent
to destroy the natural beauty of his home for profit. Dr.Green, insensed by thier actions makes a stand against them in order to
stop the destruction and save his home. Embarking upon this journey will take Dr.Green to places beyond the comfort of his

home and leads him to discover mysterious secrets surrounding his past.

Dr.Green is about fighting for what you believe in, even if things seems hopeless.

Gameplay

In Dr.Green you will experience a classic, arcade inspired gameplay. Taking control over the orphan Dr.Green you use your pea
gun, loaded with powerful seeds to take down your enemies. Since Dr.Green was raised in the forest and spent a lot of time with

its inhabitants he has learned the ability to double jump to be able to keep up. Double jump will prove to be a good quality on
his journey and a key to progress.
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Features

Controller Support (Analog & D-pad)

Rebindable keys for keyboard

Colourful pixel art graphics

Captivating double twisted story

Chiptune inspired soundtrack

Dr.Green have 8 levels in total, each guarded by a boss, more or less important to the story. All levels have a new element or a
new enemy introduced, carefully created to fit the area they are in and often inspired by previous enemies's behaviour to give

you a nice and smooth, but still, challenging experience.

The game is not created in the mind of giving the player another game to blast through. I wanted to maintain the horrible, yet
enchanting difficulty old platformers like Megaman had. Rewarding the player for getting to know the enemy, their movements,

how the levels work, finding the timers. The game is constructed in a way that everytime you game over, you do it knowing
something new about the obstacle and get you closer to the finish line.

The gameplay is not always entierly linear and there are levels that provide alternative ways to mix things up a little and also
encourage the player to try other ways to gain time or find more score.

Throughout the level you will find seeds that you can collect, these will give you score. You will also find caged animals, that
award you when freed. Depending on your final score, you will get different endings.
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"Super Catchy with your favorite Specimen chases without dieing!"-GWL292 my fav is dum loopy thing 2015\/10. "Due to
limited budgets we are Releasing the Game in this early state"
Very early and very rough. You do however get the idea of what it is about. You pretty much get what you see in the video now,
and there is a tutorial when you start. It works on Linux but only in windowed mode becuase of the Unity bug. I was not able to
get it in fullscreen after starting it.

It's worth the price as long as it keeps growing. The dev seems to be honest about expectations and that's important in my world.
I actually think this could be a game for kids too since it is kinda easy to get started and understand, but it needs more content
ofc.. LIKED:
more weapons, armour, vehicle and enemy variety

DISLIKED:
difficulty is all over the place, one minute you can be breezing through one missions and the next you will have a massive
difficulty spike.

Most weapons are completely ineffecitive and have a very small ammo capacity, leaving you constantly scrabbling for dropped
ammo in the middle of one of the many defend objectives.

Levels are shorter than the first game and makes the story feel delivered in a very stacarto manner as the next mission starts
exactly where the last one left off.

Overall:
worth it if you really love the halo franchise otherwise play one of the many better games available. its a clicker what can I say.
Ok, how to I phrase this carefully...

THIS GAME IS MOTHER ♥♥♥♥ING AWSOME!
Ignore the butthurt kids, a game allways has a few bugs at launch, I guarantee that they will be ironed out within a few patches
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It's not a highly complex game, and yet, It's the best version of Pang i ever played, and the old arcade theme is a great icing on
the cake. Well animated, simple yet solid gameplay, cool music and cool mood overall. A great way to waste a day! ^^. fun for a
quick brawl; really enjoyed the sword and sheild, but each weapon plays just a bit differently.

was only allowed to play arcade mode; it seems like the challenge mode is online only and there's really no one playing this.

think of it like a quick arcade brawl... pretty entertaining for about 20 minutes, but still worth the price. qualisty shiz here.. I
played this game quite a while ago, so if there have been any updates that negate my review, I'm not aware of them and I'm
sorry.
I couldn't figure anything out. I couldn't get past the first level and after almost an hour of trying to find out what I was supposed
to do in the first level, I gave up and tried to find a walkthrough. There were no walkthroughs available, and I really didn't care
enough to try to figure out more, so I just had to refund the game.. the funniest \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game just
kicking a small child and having them go flying though a window is the best. I would like to say that I like the game. If you like
arcady racers you will enjoy it. However, I have just bought flashout 2 so that a friend and I would have a game to play together.
I am currently using an XBOX 360 controller to play the game. As I traverse the menu's they can be a bit clunky and sometimes
it selects the wrong thing. I have no way of inviting my friend to join my match. We queued together several times and it was
working great. Now, we select to join a match and we just sit for 50 seconds without our computers finding eachother. This is a
real problem for me considering the reason I bought it was for the multiplayer aspect. I hope they are able to address the issue
soon.. This is a terrible game, NOTHING is explained, you just walk around doing random♥♥♥♥♥♥with no idea where to go,
some NPCs give you quests but the freeroaming is really abhorrent. I've seen way better games made by RPGMaker.
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